Match each vocabulary word from the story *Holes* to the correct definition on the right. Write the letter on the line.

1. **summoned**
   - a. moved quickly and with short steps

2. **precarious**
   - b. to put someone in prison

3. **scurried**
   - c. requiring a lot of effort or energy

4. **flinch**
   - d. the power to make decisions about the law

5. **strenuous**
   - e. very slow and long

6. **legitimate**
   - f. forced to leave a place

7. **incarcerated**
   - g. ordered someone to come to a place

8. **jurisdiction**
   - h. allowed according to rules or the law

9. **evicted**
   - i. to move suddenly out of fear of getting hurt or hit

10. **tedious**
    - j. not safe, strong, or steady
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